Voices from the Frontline: China’s War on Poverty

*This is the inside story of China’s race to eradicate extreme poverty by the end of the year 2020. With unprecedented access, this film explores China’s poverty alleviation campaign—tens of millions of poor families with customized plans, millions of officials recruited and held accountable. President Xi Jinping is counting on its success.*

**Facebook Cross-posting**
If you’re not yet a cross-post partner with PBS SoCal, please contact Maribel Padilla (mpadilla@pbssocal.org) so we can add you.

**Pictures**
[https://www.dropbox.com/sh/i193ufi6c293vqp/AADcwZfn8ya9QDPSW5KeLRzha?dl=0](https://www.dropbox.com/sh/i193ufi6c293vqp/AADcwZfn8ya9QDPSW5KeLRzha?dl=0)

**Hashtags & Handles**
#ChinasChallengesPBS
@PBSSoCal

**Suggested Social Copy**

**Facebook/Instagram**
When Xi Jinping came to power in 2012, over 100 million rural Chinese lived in extreme poverty. He made a commitment to alleviate all Chinese poverty by 2020. According to the Chinese government, as of 2018, 30 million still lived in extreme poverty in China. Dr. Robert Lawrence Kuhn traveled across the country to speak with villagers, politicos, and monitors to examine the true story of China’s extreme poverty—and the efforts to alleviate it. Tune in or stream Voices from the Frontline: China’s War on Poverty [TUNE-IN INFO]

**Twitter**
President Xi Jinping committed to alleviating Chinese poverty by 2020. His government focused efforts on education, relocation, industry, ecological compensation & social security. Voices from the Frontline explores the Chinese government's efforts. Tune in/stream @ [TUNE-IN INFO]
Dr. Robert Lawrence Kuhn travels across China to speak with those the Chinese government is attempting to lift out of poverty by 2020’s end, those assigned to do the lifting and those recruited to do the checking. Tune in/stream Voices from the Frontline @ [TUNE IN INFO]